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Operating elements








 Display
2 Function wheel
	Rotate (in both directions):
Select menus or change values.
Press: Select highlighted menu item
or apply set value.
3 Function buttons
	Depending on the information on the
display, different processes can be
triggered with the function buttons.
4 SD card slot
	For saving the settings of your
WAREMA climatronic® or for loading
saved settings or settings that were
changed through a PC.
5 USB interface
	For connecting to a PC. This allows
the WAREMA climatronic® to be
operated on a PC.
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Start menu




















A Menu name
B Date and time
	The symbol
appears when
the DCF77 time signal has been
received.
C Status display
	The symbols are only displayed when
a status is active.
	A fault occurred. Fault messages
are displayed in the fault menu
([Start menu]→[Measuring
values]→[Faults]).
	Online mode
(control via a connected PC)
	Leave function active
	Absent function active
D Current weather data
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E	Indicator of whether the control
functions are active
F	Indicator of whether Absent is
activated
G	Indicator of the button functions in the
current menu
Button
Main menu

Control
mode

Function
You can select channels,
groups and scenes in the
main menu if you want to operate a product manually.
See Chapter 3 on page 6.
Switching comfort control
functions on and off
For indicator see E
The safety functions
(e.g. wind monitoring) cannot
be switched off.

Absent

Switching the Absent function
on and off
For indicator see F and

Measuring
values

Previously specified sun shading positions and states can
be retrieved for the duration
of your absence with this
function.
Display of all recorded measuring values and curves.
In addition, a list of all the
move and switch command
triggers as well as faults can
be displayed.
See Chapter 7 on page 25.
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Main menu













Pressing the [Main menu] function button
in the start menu takes you to the main
menu. From most menus, you can return
here with the [Main menu] function
button.
In the main menu you will find the table
of created channels, groups and scenes,
which you can select with the function
wheel. Rotating the function wheel
moves the cursor line highlighted in colour. Press the function wheel to select.
A Channel
	The WAREMA climatronic® is
equipped with 64 channels. Each
channel can control either a single
product (e.g. an awning) or several
products of the same type
(e.g. three external venetian blinds).
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B Group
	Channels with identical products
can also be combined into a group.
For example, if you have created
a channel for the roller shutters of
each room, then all roller shutters of
the building can be combined into a
group and operated together.
C Scene
	A scenario (e.g. “roller shutter up,
light off, heating off” when leaving
the flat) can be saved (“learned”) in a
scene and be called up again at any
time.
D	When you see a small triangle
( or ) on the right at the edge of
the display, you can scroll the table
further up or down with the function
wheel!
E	The following functions are assigned
to the buttons in the main menu:
Button

Function
Call up settings menus
Scroll through the menu en<< >>
tries page by page
Start menu Back to the start menu
Settings
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Operating

If you select a channel in the main menu,
the [Manual operation] menu opens.
Here you can operate the products in the
channel with the function buttons or by
specifying a value.

Slat products

Press the UP STOP DOWN function
buttons in order to operate.
 A brief push of the button (shorter
than approx. 0.6 seconds) triggers a
tilting impulse of the slats.
A Tilt symbol is displayed below the
product figure.
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 A longer push of the button (longer
than approx. 0.6 seconds) triggers a
movement.
A corresponding Move symbol is
displayed below the product figure.
OR

Select Position or Slat angle with
the function wheel and press.
 The line below becomes orange.
Turn function wheel until the displayed value changes as desired.
Press function wheel to confirm the
value.
 The products in the channel move to
the new position.
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Awnings, roller shutters, windows

Operate these products as described
earlier for slat products.
	
Difference:
Pushing a button always immediately triggers a move command. The
Slat angle setting option is not
displayed here.

Switchable products

Press the ON OFF function buttons in
order to operate.
Switchable products are e.g. lights, fans,
heaters and air conditioners.
Operating via a WAREMA
climatronic® WebControl is
described in the WebControl
manual.
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Settings

The comfort functions are used for the
automatic control of your connected
products. They can be set separately for
each channel.
CCAUTIO
Changing operator settings
may impact the safety of the
unit or reduce its effectiveness. Please consult a qualified specialist if you are not
sure about the effects of a
modification.

5.1

Sun control

The sun control is one of the main
comfort functions of the WAREMA
climatronic® because the most important
control mode for sun shading products is
control depending on brightness. When
the PHOTO measuring value exceeds
the SUN limit value, the sun shading
products are lowered. When the PHOTO
measuring value falls below the CLOUD
limit value, the sun shading products are
raised again.
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Press the [Settings] function button
in the main menu and select the
following menu: [Comfort
functions]→[“Channel name”]
→[Sun control]
 The following view appears in the
display:

The following parameters can be
changed:
Button
Sun control
ON/OFF
Limit value
SUN

Function
Activate or deactivate
sun control
specifies the brightness
level above which the
sun shading product of
this channel should be
lowered
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Button
Delay
SUN

Position
SUN

Slat angle
SUN

Limit value
CLEAR

Delay
CLEAR

Position
CLEAR

Slat angle
CLEAR

Function
Delay time, to prevent
the product from being
lowered immediately as
soon as the brightness
changes
specifies the position to which a sun
shading product is
to be lowered when
Limit value SUN is
reached.
Slat angle, which is
set after reaching the
Position SUN
specifies the brightness
level above which the
sun shading product
moves to an intermediate position (e.g. when
the sky is covered but
still bright)
Delay time, to prevent
the product from being
moved immediately as
soon as the brightness
changes
specifies the position to which a sun
shading product is
to be lowered when
Limit value CLEAR is
reached.
Slat angle, which is
set after reaching the
Position CLEAR
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Button
Limit value
CLOUD

Delay
CLOUD

Position
CLOUD

Slat angle
CLOUD
Active during
leave?
Active during
presence?
Active during
absence?

Function
specifies the brightness
level above which the
sun shading product of
this channel should be
raised
Delay time, to prevent
the product from being
raised immediately as
soon as the brightness
changes
specifies the position to which a sun
shading product is
to be moved when
Limit value CLOUD is
reached
Slat angle, which is
set after reaching the
Position CLOUD
Activate or deactivate
sun control during your
leave
Activate or deactivate
sun control during your
presence
Activate or deactivate
sun control during your
absence

The sun control is not effective during a
wind, precipitation or ice alarm. After the
alarm has been cancelled, the automatic
sun control becomes active again and
resumes evaluating the brightness.
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5.2

Dawn/dusk control

The dawn/dusk control is a WAREMA
climatronic® comfort function used to
control the sun shading system or mainly
visual privacy depending on dawn or
dusk. The “Dawn/dusk” weather station
measuring value is used to register the
brightness. When the Dawn/dusk measuring value exceeds the set Limit value
DAWN for 5 minutes, the sun shading
product moves to the DAWN position.
When the Dawn/dusk measuring value
falls below the set Limit value DUSK
for 5 minutes, the sun shading product
moves to the DUSK position.
Press the [Settings] function
button in the main menu and select
the menu [Comfort functions]
→ ["Channel name"] →
[Dawn/dusk control].
 The following view appears in the
display:
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The following parameters can be
changed:
Button
Dawn/dusk
control
ON/OFF
Limit value
DAWN

Position
DAWN
Slat angle
DAWN
Auto control
DAWN

Function
Activate or deactivate
dawn/dusk control
specifies the brightness
at which a sun shading
product is to be moved in
the morning
specifies the position to
which the sun shading
product is to move at
dawn
Slat angle, which is
set after reaching the
Position DAWN
Set whether the comfort
control modes are to be
enabled, disabled or left
unchanged
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Button
Limit value
DUSK

Position
DUSK
Slat angle
DUSK
Auto control
DUSK
Active during
leave?
Active during
presence?
Active during
absence?

Function
specifies the brightness
at which a sun shading
product is to be moved to
the Position DUSK
specifies the position to
which the sun shading
product is to move at
dusk
Slat angle, which is
set after reaching the
Position DUSK
Set whether the comfort
control modes are to be
enabled, disabled or left
unchanged
Activate or deactivate
dawn/dusk control during
your leave
Activate or deactivate
dawn/dusk control during
your presence
Activate or deactivate
dawn/dusk control during
your absence

The dawn/dusk control is not effective
during a wind, precipitation or ice alarm.
The dawn/dusk control continues after
the alarm has been cancelled, any
potential command is executed.
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5.3

Time switch

The time switch makes it possible to
raise or lower sun shading products or
other products at a specific time for each
channel.
Four switching times are available for
every day. Furthermore, the position and
subsequent tilting of the slats of a slat
product can be programmed with different slat angles.
Press the [Settings] function
button in the main menu, go to the
menu [Comfort functions] →
[“Channel name”] → [Timer switch]
and select the desired day.
 The timer menu for this day appears.
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Enter the desired switch time and
position/slat angle.
In the example above the sun shading
system is moved to 0% at 8:00 a.m. and
back to 100% at 10:00 p.m. The comfort functions are enabled, meaning that
the sun shading system can be moved
automatically with the control modes
(e.g. sun control).
Enter at the end of the list whether
the function should be active in certain states (e.g. Absent).
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5.4

Leave

This menu allows you to adjust the
position of the sun shading product
and, if applicable, the slat angle for the
selected channel during your leave. The
move command is executed once at the
beginning of your leave.
Press the [Settings] function button
in the main menu and then go to
the menu [Comfort functions] →
["Channel name"] → [Leave].
 The following view appears in the
display:

Enter the desired position/slat angle.
	The function button [---] leaves the
position/slat angle unchanged.
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Activate leave time
In the main menu, press the
[Settings] function button and then
go to the [Leave time] menu.
Enter a date each for the beginning
and end of the leave. The leave function is only activated then.

5.5

Absent

This menu allows you to adjust the position of the sun shading product and, if
applicable, the slat angle for the selected
channel during your absence. The move
command is executed once at the beginning of your absence.
Press the [Settings] function button
in the main menu and then go to
the menu [Comfort functions] →
["Channel name"] → [Absent].
 The following view appears in the
display:
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Enter the desired position/slat angle.
	The function button [---] leaves the
position/slat angle unchanged.
Activate Absent
Press the [Absent] function button
in the start menu to activate the
function.
 A checkmark
appears in the
Absent field and the symbol
appears in the header.
The product immediately moves to
the set positions and angles.
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Scenes

Any states of the selected channels can
be saved in a scene and retrieved again
at any time. Different channels are allocated to a scene.
Up to 16 scenes can be created.
Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu
and then go to the menu
[Manage channels, groups, scenes]
→ [Manage scenes].

Specify a name for the scene.
Enter all members that are to be
included in this scene.
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 Now the scene can be learned and
called up again in the main menu:
Move/switch the individual channels
to the desired positions.
In the main menu, select the
[Scene 1] line (or the name of the
scene you specified).
Select the [Learn scene] menu item
by pressing the function wheel; pressing starts the learning process.
You can now select the [Scene 1]
scene (or the name of the scene
you specified) from the main menu
by turning and pressing the function
wheel and call up the corresponding
scene in the [Scene 1] menu.
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Measuring values

The WAREMA climatronic® has an internal memory for all measuring values with
the associated histories, for triggers and
faults.
Start menu
Measuring values




All measured values

 The following information appears
in the display ([---] means that the
sensor does not exist):

For each measuring value, you can call
up the measurement data as a curve.
Select a measuring value with the
function wheel.
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 The history associated with the measuring value is displayed.

Pressing the function wheel activates
the cursor (a reticle) in the normal
mode.
 Below the history, the measuring value, the associated time and the date
are now displayed.
The cursor moves back and forth by
turning the function wheel
(in steps of 30 minutes).
Pressing the function wheel again
switches the cursor to “fine”
(steps of 6 minutes) and pressing
it once more deactivates the cursor
again.
Curves and measurement data are not
displayed for periods in which measuring
values were not recorded.
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Triggers
All triggers of move and switch
commands are saved and can be
viewed in the following menu.
Start menu
Measuring values
All triggers




 The last trigger is displayed for all the
channels.
Select a channel with the function
wheel in order to display a list of all
the triggers for this channel.

Faults
If faults occur during operation (
is
shown in the display), they are saved
and viewed in the following menu.
Start menu
Measuring values
Faults




Select an entry with the function
wheel. The entry can be marked as
read or deleted with the function
buttons.
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System

General parameters are defined in the
system menu; the most important ones
can be found in the following table.
Start menu
Main menu
Settings
System

Button
Date / time

Display





Function
Adjust time.
No settings are generally required for using a
weather station.
Settings such as
brightness, duration of
standby
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Button
Language

Sensor
compensation

Wind test

Restore
settings

Memory card

Software
versions

USB/RS485
interface

Function
Select menu language
(languages can be
downloaded using an
SD card)
Correct temperature
values if sensors are
installed in unfavourable locations.
Reset alarm if the
weather station is no
longer sending any
measuring value
If your specialist dealer
has saved the original
settings, they can be
called up again.
Access to SD card in
order to load or save
projects.
Display software version of the WAREMA
climatronic® components.
Switch the interface
output
USB for PC with WAREMA
climatronic® studio, RS485
for WAREMA climatronic®
WebControl
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Problems and causes
Problem

Product
cannot be
operated
with the
control
panel

Cause

Remedy

Safety function active
(local operation is not
working either)

Examine
fault causes
and remedy
them

Locking contact active
(local operation is not
working either)

Control
Control functions are
functions do deactivated on the
not respond control panel
Control mode is
disabled by absence
function or leave
Safety function active
(local operation is not
working either)

Activate
control
functions
in the main
menu
and in the
comfort
functions

Locking contact active
(local operation is not
working either)
SD card:
read or
write error

The SD card was
in the control panel
when the WAREMA
climatronic® was
switched on or a power failure has occurred
in the meantime.

Briefly
remove the
SD card
and reinsert
it

Uncontrolled
movements
of the
connected
products

Temporary power
failure

A power failure must be
followed by
a calibration

See also „Faults“ on page 27.
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10 Cleaning
Start menu
Main menu
Settings





Clean control panel

 The function buttons are deactivated.
Clean the device with a soft damp
cloth.
Steam or high pressure washers,
abrasive sponges, abrasive agents and
solvents such as alcohol or benzine
must not be used!
CCAUTIO
When cleaning work on the
sun shading system itself or
in the immediate vicinity of
the sun shading system is
required, de-energise and
lock out the unit first, securing
against reactivation.
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